WHO DO WE
WORK FOR?
Improving Our Cities
Without Disenfranchising
Their Citizens

Public realm projects offer designers the tremendous opportunity to innovate and advance our
communities, but they also carry the sacred mandate that designers be stewards of the public
interest. This panel explores the challenge of maintaining projects’ creative, artistic, and/or
functional integrity while utilizing a meaningful participatory design process.
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LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
OBJECTIVE 1
Understand the landscape architect’s role
and responsibilities related to the design
of the public realm

OBJECTIVE 2
Understand the merits and challenges
associated with a participatory design
processes

OBJECTIVE 3
Learn about innovate public engagement
techniques and strategies that can help
align client and public interests that are
seemingly in direct conflict

OBJECTIVE 4
Learn how landscape architects can
effectively integrate a participatory design
process that supports their creative
aspirations rather than negates them

SESSION
SPEAKERS
THOMAS BALSLEY – Managing Principal at SWA/Balsley

Tom Balsley, FASLA is a renowned designer whose NYC-based practice was founded
in 1970 as Thomas Balsley Associates (now SWA/Balsley) and is best known for its fusion of landscape and urbanism in award-winning urban parks, plazas and waterfronts
throughout the U.S. and abroad. His published work, lectures, teaching and awards
demonstrate an unwavering commitment to the quality of urban life as was recognized
by the naming of Balsley Park in Manhattan, the 2015 ASLA Design Medal and the
ORO Editions monograph, “Thomas Balsley: Uncommon Ground”.

DANIEL D’OCA – Principal / Co-Founder at Interboro Partners

Daniel D’Oca is Principal and co-founder of the New York City-based architecture,
planning, and research firm Interboro Partners, and Associate Professor in Practice
of Urban Planning at the Harvard Graduate School of Design. At Harvard, Daniel has
taught interdisciplinary US-based studios about age-friendly design and planning, suburban poverty and segregation, and other contemporary problems faced by the built
environment in the United States. Daniel has won many awards for Interboro’s innovative projects, including the MoMA PS1 Young Architects Program, the Architectural
League’s Emerging Voices and Young Architects Awards, and the New Practices Award
from the AIA New York Chapter.

BRIE HENSOLD – Principal / Co-Founder at Agency Landscape+Planning

Brie Hensold is an urban planner, co-founder and principal of Agency Landscape +
Planning. With a passion for understanding and improving communities, Brie brings
a systems-based approach that integrates multiple disciplines and celebrates diverse
perspectives. She has extensive experience developing creative, meaningful community engagement processes for planning and design projects. Brie’s experience encompasses multiple scales, from downtown and cultural plans to citywide park systems
to resilience strategies. Her work has received awards from the American Society of
Landscape Architects, the American Planning Association and the American Institute
of Architects. She co-teaches an executive education class in resilient cities at Harvard.

MARCUS PULSIPHER (moderator) – Associate at Design Workshop

Marcus Pulsipher is a landscape architect and urban designer at Design Workshop’s
Denver office. He has a Bachelor of Landscape Architecture from Utah State University and a Master of Landscape Architecture in Urban Design from Harvard University.
Marcus has a deep appreciation for the power of thoughtful spatial design and views
it as one of the most effective tools shaping the character and nature of our communities and of society at large.

SESSION
AGENDA
INTRODUCTION
Marcus Pulsipher
(5 minutes)
PRESENTATIONS + DISCUSSION
Expect the Unexpected
Brie Hensold
(20 minutes)

Architecture for Everyone
Daniel D’Oca
(20 minutes)

DISCUSSION / Q & A
(25 minutes)

Camels or Thoroughbreds
Thomas Balsley
(20 minutes)

EXPECT THE
UNEXPECTED

Brie Hensold

Great public spaces will endure long beyond a single
design process, growing and changing with the
communities around them. Through engagement that
is curious and empathetic, public input can be a tool to

Meet your local specialist.

find long-term common ground, celebrating alignment
as well as highlighting uniqueness. Learn about the
links between engagement and design in two case
studies across the county.

He lives in your neighborhood.

Watch him grow with the plan!

Seven years old

17 years old

27 years old

Plays with siblings & family
Enjoys a sense of safety
Recognizes community

Drives or rides transit
Engages with career & workforce
Mentors Youth

Plays with kids
Feels secure in investment
Leads community initiatives

This is Your Neighborhood.
Watch it grow with the plan!

Today
Issues

Traffic
Air Pollution
Lack of Trees

NOTES:

Design/Planning

+10 years

+20 years

Establish the Framework

Continue the Cycle of Investment

Include community voices
Address low-hanging fruit
Identify priorities

Consolidate Vacant Land
Infill + Stabilization
Major public park investment

Champion neighborhood
reinvestment initiatives

ARCHITECTURE
FOR EVERYONE

NOTES:

Daniel D’Oca

CAMELS OR
THOROUGHBREDS

Thomas Balsley

Can innovative and provocative design rationale find
a meaningful and valuable place at the table of public
outreach, process and dialogue? Likewise, why does
public process have to be seen as an inhibitor of

design excellence? These seemingly conflicting interests or agendas often arise in the public realm design
process. Let’s give it airtime!

“Uncommon Ground” – Some Thoughts

Design Strategies

1. Searching for the shared ground between populist and community open space advocacy and our
“pure” design goals and visions.

1. Focus on people-centric considerations as well as
artistic and environmental goals.

2. Iconoclastic design and publicly embraced open
space does not have to be diametrically opposed
notions or goals. It’s about mutual respect and trust.
3. Successful public space is usually the product of
a collaborative and balanced fusion of program,
politics, and design.
4. “Camel” (horse designed by committee) and
“Thoroughbred” (flashy, fast, but sometimes fragile
and short-lived) open spaces are extremes and are
subject to failures to perform or inspire and re-do’s.
5. Typical public representation and committees
don’t adequately reflect the cross-section of constituents or the next generation. Designers should
help their clients find new approaches.
6. Spark the public’s imagination!

NOTES:

2. Role-play Holly Whyte as environmental artist/
fashion designer.
3. Hang the design ego and pre-conceived notions
outside the door of any public process dialogue.
Listen, listen, listen and repeat!
4. Art of Listening: Overcome committee generational taste biases with role-playing votes for their
grandchildren.
5. No matter how seductive the forms and colors,
always superimpose the program each time as
test and proof.
6. Designer selection process should include a tour
of the applicant’s projects, spatial experiences and
activities that will resonate with people’s EVERYDAY lives.

NOTES:

